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My 2011 summer internship at the Center for Reproductive Medicine was certainly  one of the most 

academically intense experiences I have ever had so far. As a medical student from Brazil, where 

medical education focuses more on clinical practice but less in academic research, this internship easily 

taught me through the entire process of performing  world-class academic research and gave me an 

exceptional opportunity to develop my academic skills. 

During the entire eight weeks of the program, I had the chance to work alongside researchers and 

clinicians  in the top of the field of reproductive medicine, witnessed some really amazing cutting edge 

assisted reproduction techniques, not mentioning the professional networking established with these 

world-renowned researchers and physicians. 

One of the most interesting characteristics of this program is the variability of skills it can teach you. Not 

only will you get to put your lab coats and run into a high-tech reproductive medicine laboratory, but 

the internship also focuses on developing other fundamental skills for being a successful researcher and 

physician. A myriad of interesting lectures  was given to all of the interns, covering everything from basic 

reproductive cycle to robotic surgery, not mentioning public speaking  techniques. This not only makes 

this program unique, but also means that its main goal is to raise well-rounded medical scientists, and 

therefore, better physicians. 

We spent countless hours side by side with mentors that guided us through the entire process, from the 

bench projects, which were my favorites, to your assigned writing projects. Some unfortunate 

unexpected events took place shortly after I got back from the internship, which affected directly my 

health and my family, and this lead to a delay in my writing projects. But aside from that, my writing 

experience was also rewarding, and despite finishing the final manuscript delayed, I got the opportunity 

to learn and to produce an academic publication in English, surely a great achievement for a non-native 

speaker. 

On the other hand, the hours spent in the laboratories working as a team will be my best memories of 

this program. The chance to be part of a highly productive and renowned team was definitely priceless. I 

was always the first to get into the lab area, and the last to leave. I just didn't want to leave, and felt that 

every day I could give an extra step, to improve the projects protocol, or to help other intern in finishing 

his tasks. If you are a workaholic "doer" like me, who likes to get you job done with your hands  and 
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